Caught in the Searchlight: Steve Yeaton
In this feature in Flypaper, each month, we highlight a club member on a rotating
basis. While we see each other at the field or at meetings, we may not know a lot
about the other members, their personal background and their history in RC flying.
Searchlight should help us get to know one another better.

Another side of Steve Yeaton’s flying experiences:

Steve, after 50 years of RC flying, has an almost boundless trove of stories, knowledge and experience.
And he loves to share them, unable to conceal his infectious enthusiasm for flying even after five
decades.
Steve, born in Syracuse, New York in 1944, moved to Illinois in the mid 1960’s to attend college and,
other than a stint with a packaging company in Neenah, Wisconsin, has lived here ever since. He was
lured back from Wisconsin by Abbott Laboratories where he worked in engineering management in their
Hospital Products Division with PVC IV containers. Steve was on the production side at the time when
another LCRCC member, Wally Szempruch, worked in the R&D side. Even after his retirement from
Abbott, Steve continues to do occasional consulting work in the field for Automated Systems, Inc..

Steve says that he was always interested in aviation. That became
readily apparent when the writer went to his house to interview him
for this article. Between his wife Lesley’s love of Christmas decorations
and Steve’s love of flying, many of their tree ornaments are airplanes,
like the Spirit of St. Louis shown at right. Steve built static and control
line models when he was young. But it wasn’t until after his marriage
in 1966 that he built his first big model, a Sterling Mambo Special kit.
He recalls that his wife was not necessarily enthusiastic about the
length of time the Mambo remained under construction occupying the
coffee table in their apartment. Steve had tried smaller radio control models earlier with varying
degrees of success, but he says that the Mambo Special was his first big plane to be flown successfully,
though he emphasizes, not by him.
In speaking of the plane, Steve at points referred to it as a Galloping Ghost. When asked to clarify, he
explained that the Galloping Ghost was the radio control mechanism for the plane, a system that used a
motor actuator to convert a single channel pulse to three basic control motions, rudder, elevator and
throttle.
(Non-techies can skip this paragraph.) Steve expanded on the history of the radio part of Radio Control.
With the single channel transmitter and receiver, there was one frequency being turned on and off by
the pilot. The rate of those on/off pulses would be converted to mechanical motion which controlled
the plane. At the time, all RC radio transmissions were squeezed in between the Citizens Band channels
and pilots were required to have a CB license. With the growing popularity of CB radios, the Federal
Communications Commission eventually gave up on CB licensing, and due to channel crowding,
allocated the first set of 72 MHz channels to radio control flying. Through a series of steps, the FCC
narrowed the bandwidth, and so the FCC was able to add channels, until 1991 when 60 channels were
allocated for RC flying. Steve likened the situation to the new FAA UAS regulations, where a lot of flyers
were used to doing things one way and then were required to change. With the allocation of the 60
channels of the 72 MHz frequency in the early 1990’s, the radios that had been used were no longer
legally usable. The RC pilot would either have to buy a new TX or send in his radio equipment to service
companies that modified the radios. When done, those companies would put a gold sticker on the TX,
evidencing certification that the radio was in compliance with 1991 FCC regulations, without which, one
could not legally fly. Steve was a representative for Ace R/C, and built several systems to fly his planes.
When Steve moved from Wisconsin to Lindenhurst in 1973, he was also a member of other RC clubs
while being a member of the newly created LCRCC. They were the Hunt Club Flyers which flew on
property owned by LCRCC member George Schneider at Route 173 and Hunt Club Road, and the Eagle
Squadron which flew on rented property at the Noel Efferling farm at Wisconsin county roads MB and
CJ. The latter featured a 60’ x 240’ runway of Astroturf which required wrinkle repairs every Spring and
repairs of occasional prop strikes during the flying season. Several other LCRCC members also flew from
these fields including Bob Grazier, Ron Berreth, Bill Brown, Mike Taylor, John Russell and Wally
Szempruch.
Steve credits Al Parshall with teaching him how to fly, and says that with the possible exception of Bob
Grazier, Al taught more people to fly than any of the other club instructors. Steve was learning to fly
with a Senior Falcon, a popular trainer, he had built. Al’s method was to take the TX and take off,
demonstrate maneuvers, give the TX to his student to try them and then take the TX back to land or if

the student got into to trouble. Al would progressively give the student more and more of the flight
time. Steve was at the point where he was taking off and flying himself but was nervous about landings.
One day, he took off with Al at his side, flew for a while and when he felt it was time to land, he turned
to give the TX back to Al. But Al told Steve that he was ready to land it himself and wouldn’t take the TX.
Steve said he wasn’t and tried to pass off the TX, but again Al wouldn’t take it. The plane, which Steve
had put into an approach, landed while Steve and Al were arguing and pushing the TX back and forth.
Steve credits another former club member, Navy Master
Chief Earl McMillan with stimulating interest in
helicopters in the club. Steve is pictured with two of his
heli’s and you may note something unusual about one of
them. Steve says he got so tired of replacing canopies
after crashes that he started using the tops of detergent
bottles and saved the cost and hassle of getting a new
canopy or repairing the old one.
Steve also recalls a time when the LCRCC had monthly
Fun Fly events which were competitions. Each month
club pilots would fly the event and their scores on the various maneuvers were recorded over the year.
At an annual banquet held by LCRCC each Winter, trophies would be awarded for the competition, and
for a lot of other things too, so that everyone, or nearly so, went home with a trophy. Johnnie Russell
won the Fun Fly trophy all but two of the years that LCRCC held the competition.
Steve travelled a lot attending RC events and competitions throughout the country. The AMA District 6
Vice President in the 1970’s arranged Fun Fly competitions and each club could field two, two-member
teams. There would be a state competition and the top three teams from each state would compete in
the District meet. Steve and Lee Jaworek were one team and John Russell and Al Parshall were among
LCRCC members on others at various times. Steve and Lee placed second in the state competition and
then placed second in the District competition. Steve’s home office has a number of trophies.

Steve and his Mud Duck, a plane built
by Keith Storrs from foam board

Steve and his Taylorcraft
at the annual Byron Originals Show

Steve has built many planes over the years, and his garage and basement workshop are full of planes.
He likes experimenting too. Above left is his Stinger. Well, if one engine is good, two must be better, so
Steve modified it to become the “Twinger” at right.
The photo at the very top of this Searchlight article shows Steve in his Powrachute Rascal flying cross
country. Steve recounted how that came about. He, Keith Storrs and Keith Bradley, both of who seem
to figure prominently in Steve’s stories, got RC models of powered parachutes. However, they
consistently had problems trying to fly them, with many flights resulting in fly-aways or crashes. So in
order to learn to fly the RC versions better, they decided to try full-scale powered parachute flying.
(Perhaps many of you are having the same thoughts that this writer did: Hmmmmmm – so you can’t fly
RC powered chutes because you keep losing control and crashing, so you want to put your body in a big
one and fly that? O------kay.) But they were much more successful in the full scale version and flew
them for several years, including Keith Storrs flying Steve’s Rascal and participation in competition.
Steve and Keith S. were also part of an event for the Guinness Book of World Records - the most
powered parachute take-offs in the shortest time. The event was held in Columbus, Kansas where 141
powered parachutes took off within 26 minutes.
As stated earlier, Steve is a treasure trove of RC tales and the writer had difficulty choosing which to
include without making this month’s Searchlight too long. But if you are interested in more, just ask
Steve.

